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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

In compliance with the directive contained in chapter 28 of the
Resolves of 1961, the State Tax Commission herewith submits a
report embodying the results of its study and investigation of and
its comments upon the law, regarding the taxation of partnerships,
associations, and trusts with transferable shares. Inasmuch as a
law revision would enter the tax revenue policy area, an area in
which the Commission refrains from making recommendations, the
Commission has not included in this report drafts of proposed legis-
lation but has merely outlined the various possible changes.

In regard to the subject matter of House, No. 1766, the Com-
mission herewith submits its estimates of revenue increases
occasioned by such proposed income tax law changes.

The Commission suggests its readiness to prepare drafts of legis-
lation in these areas upon direction of the General Court.

Respectfully submitted,

STATE TAX COMMISSION.

Guy J. Rizzotto,
Chairman.

Edward C. Wilson.
Stephen S. Higgins.
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The form of business organization known as the business trust
originated in this Commonwealth and even to this day is virtually
unique to Massachusetts.

The one element that distinguishes it from an ordinary trust is the
unlimited transferability of the rights of its beneficiaries, a charac-
teristic which is also one of the two main features of a corporation.
The second distinctive aspect is the limited liability of its share-
holders, a characteristic which a business trust does not possess
intrinsically but which has been developed for most practical pur-
poses by the language of trust instruments and the business prac-
tices followed by business trustees.

It is reasonable to say, therefore, that the business trust is closely
akin to a corporation in its business situation and enjoys most, if not
all, of the advantages of doing business under the corporate form.
At very least, it has a character that is a mixture of an ordinary
trust and a corporation.

The Tax ox Business Trt

-V business trust is taxed presently on one of two bases, either of
which it may choose at its own discret >:

First, if it files with the Commissioner the agreement provided fo
mder section 1 (e) of chapter 62, it is subject to a tax at the same

rates applicable to an individual taxpayer on all income received 1
it regardless of the identity and place of residence of its beneficiaries
Fhe dividends paid out to its beneficiaries domiciled in Massachu-

tts, otherwise subject to taxation, are exempt from taxation under
the agreement.
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Second, if it fails to file such an agreement, the dividends paid to
its shareholders domiciled in Massachusetts are subject to taxation
but the income to its trustees is exempt from taxation.

Comparison with Tax ox Ordinary Trusts
Under the provisions of section 10 of chapter 62, an ordinary

trust is subject to taxation at the same rates applicable to an indi-
vidual on (a) all business income received by the trustees, (b ) on so
much of its income from interest, dividends and gains as are dis-
tributable or accumulated for the benefit of its beneficiaries who(
are inhabitants of Massachusetts. To the extent that such income
is taxed to the trustees, it is not further taxed when distributed to
the beneficiaries.

The principal tax advantage that a business trust has over an
ordinary trust lies in the fact that it can choose between the alterna-
tives of having its income taxed to its trustees or its dividends taxed
to its shareholders, a choice which it can make to suit its circum-
stances of the moment and to which choice it probably cannot be
held for more than a single taxing year.

The advantages of this freedom of choice can be seen in several
examples. A business trust with substantial business income and
with all or most of its beneficiaries resident in Massachusetts can
file the agreement , pay a tax on its business income at 3.075 per cent
and thereby avoid the tax at 7.38 per cent otherwise payable by its
Massachusetts shareholders. If the ownership of its shares should
then pass to non-residents, it could withdraw the agreement, become
not liable to the tax on the income to the trustees and have the divi-
dends to its shareholders non-taxable because of their non-residence.

For a third example, a business trust with all its shareholders
residing in Massachusetts and deriving its income mainly from real
estate can file the agreement, not be subject to a tax on its income
because it is from real estate and have its shareholders exempt from

tax otherwise payable on its dividends

Comparison with Business Corporation Tax.
The advantages to the business trust in the situation cited above

are relatively small when compared with an ordinary trust but are
of real significance when compared to a business corporation. This
freedom of choice is nonetheless just one more of the many tax ad-
vantages a business trust has over a business corporation.
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)First, as to income, the business trust is taxed at the rate of 3.075
per cent on its business income and 7.38 per cent on its interest,
dividend and gains income, while a corporation is taxed on all net
income at the rate of 6.765 per cent. Moreover, there are exemp-
tions and deductions available to a business trust (notably the
exemption of real estate income and the deduction for Federal in-
come taxes) not enjoyed by a corporation. On the reverse side, a
business trust’s income is wholly allocated to Massachusetts,
whereas a corporation’s may be allocated in part to other States
where it is doing business.

w As to property, the business trust is subject to exactly the same
real estate taxes as a corporation, but is not exempt from a tax at
the local rate on its manufacturing machinery, merchandise and
equipment as a corporation is. The corporation on the other hand
is subject to a property tax at the state level at the rate of 6.15 per
cent on either its corporate excess (fair value of its capital stock less
certain deductions) or its tangible property situated in Massachu-
setts and not subject to local taxation. The business trust is entirely
free of taxation of its property at the state level.

As to dividends to shareholders, if the business trust is subject to
taxation on its income as set forth above, there is complete tax ex-
emption on dividends, whereas a corporation’s dividends are taxable
to Massachusetts shareholders at the rate of 7.38 per cent. If sub-
ject at all to taxation on dividends, the shareholders of a business
trust pay on the same basis as a corporation’s shareholders, but in
that event there is no tax whatsoever on the income of a business
trust

Proposal for Changi

To bring the taxation of business trusts more nearly in line with
that of business corporations, or of ordinary trusts, threemain possi-■ee mam possi-
bilities must be consider

First, to tax business trusts on exactly the same basis as husinesf
corporations under the provisions of chapter 63. This would involve
,a tax on both its property and income at the corporate rate, and on
its dividends paid to Massachusetts shareholders as well. It would
at the same time relieve the business trust from local property taxes
now assessed against its manufacturing machinery, merchandise
and equipment.

Second, to tax business trusts in the same basis as an ordinary
trust. This would deprive the business trust of its choice between
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taxation of all income to its trustees or a tax on dividen
Massachusetts shareholders and instead make it taxable solely on
the basis of its business income and its interest, dividend and gains
income accumulated for Massachusetts beneficiaric

Third, to tax business trusts on the same basis as ordinary trusts
as to income to the trustees and to tax the dividends to shareholders
on the same basis as that of corporation dividends

Basis for Choice.

IThe decision as to which, if any, of these three alternatives should
be chosen is as much a question of law as it is of tax policy. Al-
though provided for by statute (chapter 182), the business trust is a
form of organization not unknown to the common law. On that
account, its existence most likely is one of right rather than of legis-
lative-created privilege. Therefore, it almost certainly is not possi-
ble to bring the business trust under the provisions of chapter 63
relating to corporations, which imposes an excise on the privilege of
doing business in Massachusetts.

ndpoint of policy, therefore, itEven if desirable •from a st
highly questionable that altern
the constitutional bar.

five No. 1 could be adopted due t

Alternative No. 2 presents no such legal obstacle but in ten
policv the advantage to be gained from it would be minimal unles
two other changes in our present income tax law were to be effected.

nption of real estate income andThe first of thes- X'

;ond to the treatment of internortgage interest income and the
■eived by individuals and trust igaged in the business of lending

money.

If rental income and mo re to be made taxai

received by loan companies made taxable as band hit
i adoption of alternative No. 2income rather than as interest, th

In the current status of ourwould have real revenue significan

law, such a change would benefit he business trusts which have
filed the agreement and more heav most of those which haveA
not, with only a slight over-all rev rue gain to the Commonwealth

of the legal problems of No. 1Alternative No. 3 presents somi

No. 2. The answer to neitherand of the policy considerations o;

question can be clean-cut. Whether or not a business trust can be
taxed on both the income to its trustees and the dividends to its
shareholders is at least a matter of doubt. Whether the difference
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between its character and that of an ordinary trust, created by the
fact that the rights of its beneficiaries are freely transferable, is
enough to warrant a difference in tax treatment has never been
finally decided. The current provisions of section 1 of chapter 62
would seem to rest on the assumption that it can be treated differ-
ently, otherwise there would be no reason for a business trust to file
the agreement which makes it subject to a greater tax on its income
than otherwise would result. Interestingly enough, so far as can be
found, no business trust has challenged this assumption..on.

Moreover, there is precedent for holding the difference between
"the two to be of significance in the practice of the Federal Govern-

ment which taxes business trusts as. corporations.
In summary, the argument on the side of the legality of alterna-

tive No. 3 is at least strong enough to warrant ccnsideration of the
policy question it involves.

Regulated Investment Companies.

Regulated investment companies are a major factor in the area of
trust taxation. Because of their unique character, such trusts are,
unlike all other Massachusetts business trusts, not taxed as corpor-
tions at the Federal level. Inasmuch as all of the income to such
trusts is from interest, dividends and gains, additional revenue to
the Commonwealth would result from taxing such income only at
the ratio of Massachusetts-held shares to total shares.

Conclusion.

The State Tax Commission in keeping with its practice of making
only legislative recommendations which relate to tax administration
as opposed to tax revenue policy awaits the direction of the general
court to prepare legislation to provide for law changes in this area
of business trust taxation

* Certain Incomi Tax Law Changes

House, No. 1766 of 1961 would, in effect, amend our present in
come tax law in order to provide additional revenue for distribution
to, the several cities and towns as grants-in-aid for general govern

ment and specifically for educational and public assistance pro
grams. This legislation also actual!v sets forth the formulas for
such distributions and provides for a system of tax rate limits

Part 11.
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The changes suggested by the legislation include the reduction of
the personal exemption; the increase of the deductions allowed for
a dependent spouse and other dependents; the elimination of the
deductions for federal tax liability and prior year’s state tax lia-
bility; and the elimination of the present provision for applying
unused “business income” exemptions and deductions against
dividend income.

Since these changes are in the nature of tax policy rather than
administrative questions, the State Tax Commission refrains from
making any recommendations, but rather merely details the effect
of such changes upon revenue collections.

It is estimated that by reducing the personal exemption from
$2,000 to $6OO, increasing the deduction allowed for a dependent
spouse from $5OO to $6OO, and increasing the deduction allowed for
other dependents from $4OO to $6OO, income tax revenue would
increase by $64,000,000. It is estimated that by eliminating the
deduction allowed for federal income tax liability on business in-
come, income tax revenue would increase by $25,000,000. It is
estimated that by eliminating the deduction allowed for prior year’s
state income tax liability on business income, income tax revenue
would increase by $2,750,000.

Because of the unavailability of primary statistical information,
we are unable to determine the effect on income tax revenue of
the elimination of the so-called “carry-over” provisions of annuity
and interest and dividends income.

We wish to note that prior groups, including the Special Commis-
sion on Taxation and Public Expenditures of 1937, the Special Com-
mission on Taxation as first established under chapter 86 of the
Resolves of 1948, and the Fiscal Survey Commission as established
under chapter 20 of the Resolves of 1954 have upon direction studied
the personal income tax and state and local fiscal relations and re-
ported their findings and their recommendations.

Along with these legislatively established commissions, the sub-
ject matter is being studied by both private and other public groups
including the Greater Boston Economic Study Committee and thHl
Governor’s Tax Study Committee. And, it is to be assumed such
groups will offer testimony before your committees.

We, therefore, recommend that the study of these policy ques-
tions be referred to the Special Commission on Taxation.
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